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Background
PSD provides security for District government facilities by stationing SPOs and security
officers2 at fixed posts and conducting patrol operations. Fixed-post officers3 are commissioned
to protect a designated facility, and their primary responsibilities include:




making rounds on foot or by motor vehicle [and] escorting persons on governmentowned and leased property;
screening persons[,] packages and other items both electronically and physically; and
helping District employees and other persons inside the Facility, by answering
questions and providing directions.[4]

There are approximately 15 patrol operations SPOs who, unlike fixed-post officers, travel among
designated D.C. government facilities to conduct inspections of buildings, security officers at
fixed-posts, and conditions within to ensure security and safety at each facility.
The D.C. Code and DCMR define the SPOs’ jurisdiction and authority. D.C. Code § 23582(a) grants SPOs law enforcement authority “within premises to which [their] jurisdiction
extends,” and allows them to make arrests “outside the premises on fresh pursuit for offenses
committed on the premises” (emphases added).5 Title 6A of the DCMR presents a more
restrictive definition of PSD’s jurisdiction, stating: “[s]pecial police officers . . . shall be strictly
confined in their authority to the particular place or property which they are commissioned to
protect.”6 Neither the D.C. Code nor the DCMR grants SPOs law enforcement authority in
public space. This jurisdictional limit is reiterated in the PSD SPO position description, which
states that SPOs must contact the Metropolitan Police Department (MPD) for law enforcement
matters that occur outside of PSD’s jurisdiction or authority.
Observation
PSD patrol operations SPOs occasionally engage in law enforcement activity outside their
jurisdiction. These actions violate District regulations, may place SPOs, the District, and
the public at risk, and could result in litigation or monetary losses.
PSD and DGS officials have provided inconsistent guidance regarding PSD’s
jurisdiction. Title 18 DCMR § 3002.1 grants PSD’s SPOs authority to issue notices of infraction
(NOI) for parking violations within PSD’s jurisdiction,7 but DGS and PSD officials provided
contradictory instructions to SPOs regarding when and where they can issue NOIs. DGS
2

PSD has approximately 70 full-time employees who are SPOs. DGS contracts with Allied Barton Security
Services and Professional 50 States Protection, LLC to provide security officers at D.C. government facilities.
3
Fixed-post officers may be contract security officers or PSD SPOs.
4
Department of General Services Contract No. DCAM-12-NC-0031: City-Wide Security Services, Allied Barton
Security Services, at 9, April 18, 2012 – April 17, 2013.
5
D.C. Code § 23-582(a) (Lexis 2014).
6
6A DCMR § 1100.2
7
The SPO position description also states that SPOs can “issue[ ] traffic tickets for violations when necessary and
within jurisdictional responsibility.”
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reportedly determined that SPOs cannot issue NOIs for parking violations because DGS’s
jurisdiction only extends from District buildings to the curb and therefore does not include public
streets. An interviewee stated that while driving in the District’s Eastern Market neighborhood,
an SPO was stopped by citizens who reported that cars were illegally parked in the pedestrian
crosswalk. Because these cars were parked in the street along the curb and not between the
building and the curb, the SPO contacted his supervisor to inquire whether the parking violations
were outside of his jurisdiction. After the SPO’s supervisor consulted several PSD and DGS
officials, the officials authorized the SPO to issue the NOI in this instance.
In a separate instance, when patrol operations SPOs are in transit to District-owned or
leased facilities, they occasionally intervene in situations occurring on public property (e.g.,
District streets, residential neighborhoods, federal parks, etc.), which violates PSD’s jurisdiction
as prescribed in the D.C. Code and DCMR. A recent incident occurred in March 2014. While
travelling in the neighborhood surrounding One Judiciary Square, N.W.,8 an SPO observed a
stabbing in a pedestrian crosswalk. To prevent the assault from escalating, the SPO intervened
by arresting the assailant. Because of inconsistent guidance she/he had received in the past, the
SPO was then concerned that she/he may have acted outside her/his jurisdiction. When assaults
occur in public, SPOs must ask MPD police officers to respond.
PSD senior officials have drafted written policies and worked with an outside consultant
to address jurisdictional limits for patrol operations SPOs, but they have not established a
deadline for finalizing and implementing this guidance. As a result, SPOs continually encounter
instances in which they question their authority to act because they are unsure whether an
incident falls within PSD’s jurisdiction.
Conclusion and Recommendations
Patrol operations SPOs acting outside PSD’s jurisdiction, particularly in response to
circumstances that may prompt them to arrest an individual, issue NOIs, or intervene during
crimes, may place the SPO, the District, and the public at risk. The team identified the following
potential sources of risk that may result in repercussions, including litigation, substantial
monetary loss, or wasted resources:
1. Unauthorized arrest or use of force: If SPOs arrest citizens or use force to detain
them in areas where PSD lacks jurisdiction, these citizens may take civil action
against the SPO and/or the District government.
2. Failed criminal prosecution: If an SPO arrests an individual without authority to do
so, evidence obtained pursuant to an unauthorized arrest may be ruled inadmissible in
court, which could hamper a successful criminal prosecution.
3. SPO hesitation or a failure to act: If PSD SPOs are unclear regarding the area of
their jurisdiction or what actions would be outside their jurisdiction, the potential that
SPOs will not act appropriately when necessary, particularly in emergency situations,
8

One Judiciary Square is a District-owned facility.
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increases. If SPO hesitation or failure to act results in the occurrence of a crime
and/or serious bodily injury, the District may be liable for any resulting harm.
4. Officers injured while performing duties outside the scope of their jurisdiction:
An SPO who is injured while performing operations outside of the scope of his/her
jurisdiction after being directed to perform them could have the basis for a civil suit
against the District.
5. Officers violating the law: SPOs are granted “the same powers as law enforcement
officers” to arrest without a warrant, within their jurisdiction under D.C. Code § 23582. If an SPO were to brandish a weapon during an arrest outside that jurisdiction,
she/he may be in violation of the law and could be prosecuted accordingly.
The OIG recommends:
1. That the Director of the Department of General Services (D/DGS) request a
formal legal opinion from the Office of the Attorney General (OAG) that defines
PSD’s jurisdiction and all situations in which patrol operations SPOs are
authorized to operate outside of that jurisdiction, if at all. This formal legal
opinion should, at a minimum, answer the following questions:
a. What are the jurisdictional limits of PSD SPOs, including patrol operations
SPOs?
b. What are SPOs’ duties, responsibilities, and authority when traveling between
District properties?
c. May SPOs issue NOIs for parking violations occurring on public streets
adjacent to District-owned or leased buildings?
2. That, until the OAG issues its opinion on PSD SPOs’ jurisdiction and authority,
the D/DGS should temporarily assign patrol operations SPOs only to fixed posts.
3. That the D/DGS promptly disseminate guidance based on the OAG’s legal
opinion to every PSD employee so they have formal, written instruction on PSD’s
jurisdiction and SPO duties, responsibilities, and authority outside that
jurisdiction, if any.
Please provide your comments to this MAR by May 28, 2014. Your response should
include actions taken or planned, dates for completion of planned actions, and reasons for any
disagreement with the concerns and recommendations presented. Please distribute this MAR
only to those who will be directly involved in preparing your response.

